Abstract
Introduction
RDF repository systems [2] [4] [20] offer storage of RDF data and the ability to search RDF data using a query language. However, as most information still resides in relational databases, it is desirable that this information is also exposed to the semantic web through RDF.
The SWARD (Semantic Web Abridged Relational Databases) system provides RDF views of data stored in existing relational databases. General queries are supported over these views. Since RDF views include both schema data and table content data, queries to these views are very flexible and, unlike SQL queries to relational tables, queries can mix meta-data and table access. For example, a query can easily be expressed that given the name of a department finds all its properties except its internal identifier.
RDF data is usually defined in terms of an ontology. For example, GovML [19] defines an ontology for eGoverment data.
SWARD presents RDF triples derived from a relational database as a single relation of triples, called the universal property view, UPV. The UPV is internally defined as a union of a content view that represents relational table contents and a schema view that represents the relational schema. The content view is defined as the union of property views, each representing one exported column in the relational database. The UPV is automatically generated, given that the user specifies for a given relational database and ontology a property mapping table that declares how exported relational columns correspond to properties of the used ontology. The user also specifies a class mapping table that declares RDF-Schema class URIs corresponding to exported relational tables.
As real-world relational databases often have many columns, queries to the UPV require efficient processing of queries over large unions of many property views. The reason is that RDF queries generate many self-joins to the UPV and the UPV is defined as a large disjunction. Traditional query processing does not scale at all w.r.t. query optimization time (time spent in rewrites and costbased optimization); i.e. even rather simple queries to UPVs over relatively small databases cannot be executed efficiently with a conventional commercial database engine [14] .
It is particularly important that RDF queries accessing database tables, content queries, scale. These are the kinds of queries that are normally used in relational databases. We have developed methods for scalable processing of conjunctive content queries to UPVs of relational databases [13] [14] . There are also queries that access only relational schema properties e.g. the name of a relational column. Such queries are called schema queries. A third kind of queries, hybrid queries join schema and content queries. The methods developed for scalable processing of conjunctive content queries are also applicable to schema and hybrid queries.
As internal query language SWARD uses ObjectLog [11] . It is an object-oriented internal query representation based on Datalog that is very suitable for RDF query transformations. ObjectLog extends Datalog with OIDs, disjunctive expressions and foreign predicates. OIDs are needed to represent typed literals and for distinguishing between URIs and literals. For simplicity, in this paper we represent URIs and literals as strings and we assume that no string representation of a resource can be both a URI and a literal. Hence no OIDs are needed in the examples.
As user query languages we support initially RDQL [15] and a subset of SQL. We will also support SparQL [18] [3] . Our approach applies to other proposed semantic web query languages (e.g. [9] [17]) as well.
Related Work
RDF repository systems [2] [4] [20] often use relational databases internally. Such a relational database is fully managed by the repository system and the schema of the relational database is internal. If one wants to make RDF queries to an existing relational database using such a repository, it requires downloading the database into the repository. This clearly does not scale.
Rather than storing RDF data in dedicated RDFrepositories our work wraps an existing relational database so that it can be used in RDF queries without downloading database tables to a repository. Instead the data necessary for answering a particular query are represented as RDF triples streamed through SWARD.
SWIM [6] and D2RQ [1] provide conversion methods from relational databases to RDF, without discussing how to optimize queries over RDF views of relational databases.
The typed RDFS-based view specification language RVL [12] is proposed for semantic web integration [6] . It can complement SWARD by allowing the definition of RDF views on top of our UPVs.
The reference relation by [10] proposes a flexible representation of a relational database as a four-column table. This enables very general queries combining schema and data. Our UPVs provide the same flexibility and, in addition, support RDF mappings.
Optimizing disjunctive queries in general was studied by, e.g., [5] without paying attention to query optimization time and RDF.
To summarize, we are not aware of any other system that offers querying facilities over large disjunctive RDF views of relational databases. An enabling technology we use to achieve this is a compile time evaluation technique, partial evaluation [8] , of property view definitions to substantially reduce query size [14] .
Example
To illustrate our approach we use an example database containing life event data stored in a back-end relational database, named eGovern, accessed through RDQL or SQL. The schema for eGovern is shown in Figure 1 . The database is queried in terms of the GovML ontology [19] .
The following SWARD statement automatically generates the UPV for the exported tables:
ExportRDB( 'JDBC:.;DatabaseName=eGovern','eGov', 'http://udbl.it.uu.se/schemas/eGovern')
The first argument to ExportRDB is the JDBC connection URL for the relational database, the second is the name of the UPV, and the third is the ontology used by the UPV. Notice that the user has to specify only the class and property mapping tables; both the content and schema view are automatically inferred from these tables.
With the above property and class mapping tables the UPV named eGov will, given the single row in table Lifeevent, produce a number of RDF triples where some of them are shown in Table 3 . Section 4 explains the rules for how the definition of eGov is automatically generated from the property and class mapping tables. Here 'dc:Identifer/ABC1234H' is a system generated URI that identifies a life event by concatenating the property identifier for the key column in table Lifeevent, 'dc:Identifier', with the key value 'ABC1234H'. The string 'Getting married' is the value of the column Descr for that row.
The example RDQL content query to the UPV in Figure 2 returns all life event forms about marriage. Figure 2 : Example RDQL query. Before querying a UPV from RDQL the user must specify a URI acting as an alias for the UPV name. Here the UPV, eGov, is accessible from RDQL by the URI http://udbl.it.uu.se/upv/egov/. The WHERE clause specifies a selection condition over the RDF triples in the UPV. The selections are specified using the notation (s,p,v) where s (subject), p (property), and v (value) are constants or variables. Filters can also be defined.
The result from the query is the tuple 2 :
The example query can also be expressed in SQL as in Figure 3 . Notice that SQL requires many self joins making it less natural for querying RDF than the corresponding RDQL query. The reason is SQL's reliance on tuple calculus, while RDQL is based on domain calculus (se [7] for a short description). SWARD supports both query languages, though. 
Universal property views
A query to a UPV is first translated to ObjectLog by the parser. In our example the query to the UPV eGov is translated to the ObjectLog expression in Figure 4 . In our example U is named eGov, S is S eGov and C is C eGov . Three views are sufficient to map any relational database The content view C of a relational database for an ontology is defined as a union of internal property views PV a generated for each exported column a in the database, i.e. C= a ∪ PV a . Figure 5 shows the generated definition of UPV eGov for our example with C eGov view expanded on lines 3-7. Notice that real-world relational databases contain many columns so the disjunctive expression will be large. The schema view is called on line 2. Notice that the expression in Figure 4 contains only two references to the UPV, eGov, (lines (2-3) ). However, most real-world queries will contain many self-joins and this will make the expanded expression huge. A challenge is therefore to investigate query processing strategies to handle this complexity. Figure 7 illustrates the SWARD system Applications access SWARD through its query interface. When a user executes a query it is first transformed by the parser into an ObjectLog expression, e.g. the expression in Figure 4 .
Overview of SWARD query processing
The steps parteval1 and parteval2 in rewriter perform partial evaluation, i.e. compile time evaluation of query expressions used in property view definitions to substantially reduce the size of the query [14] . For example, in Figure 6 lines 3 and 5 could be eliminated by partial evaluation as the query processor looks up the pMap table, which reduces view Descr with two clauses. Similar reductions by partial evaluation substantially improve query processing time [14] . The view expander substitutes each reference to the UPV in the query with its definition. In our example this first produces the expression illustrated by Figure 8 . Then the schema and content views are expanded. The normalizer transforms the simplified query to disjunctive normal form (i.e., a union of conjunctive subqueries). Normalization improves query execution by combining in the same conjunctive subqueries predicates from the query and predicates from property view definitions. However, in this case, normalization produces unreasonable large expressions. Minimizing the query before normalization is thus very important Therefore the view expanded expression is first simplified by parteval1. The only SQL statement submitted to the back-end relational database in our example is actually [14] :
The algebra expression further contains some calls to rowid to manage the construction of row identifiers. The algebra expression is finally interpreted.
Summary and conclusions
SWARD allows scalable access to large relational databases [13] [14] . Both schema and content, of a relational database, is viewed as a large disjunctive universal property view (UPV) defined using automatically generated expressions in a Datalog dialect called ObjectLog [11] .
The UPV is automatically generated, given that the user specifies for a given relational database and ontology a property mapping table that declares how exported relational columns correspond to property identifiers of the used ontology and a class mapping table that declares how relational tables correspond to class identifiers of the used ontology.
RDF queries expressed in RDQL or SQL are translated into ObjectLog queries over the UPV. The UPV is internally defined in ObjectLog as a disjunction of property views, each representing one exported column in the relational database, and a schema view representing the relational meta-data. The SWARD rewriter simplifies and transforms the ObjectLog expressions into algebra expressions containing SQL calls to the back-end repository.
Future work includes investigating query transformation techniques for mediation of data from different sources [16] accessible through web services. Mediators are actually view definitions combining and reconciling data from different sources.
